
The 2012-2015 Strategic Plan approved by the Board of 
Directors on 13 March 2012 positions Snam to play a key 
role as infrastructure operator on the European scene. 

Recent changes introduced both in the legal and regulatory field,  as 
well as new expectations by stakeholders, drove to an evolution of 
the sector environment that contributed to create a great opportuni-
ty - a momentum that we feel we have all the possibilities to catch.
The project aims indeed to create a full bi-directional gas transit cor-
ridor – through the development of reverse-flow capacity – from 
south to north central Europe, with Italy playing a role as gas hub. 
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The 2012-2015 Plan puts into play 
6.7 billion euro in terms of investments 
to continue to grow even on the European scene

In a year characterised by a 5 bcm decline 
(-6,0%) in gas injected into the network, 
Snam has achieved a 5.2% increase in EBIT, 
which has therefore reached 1,958 million 
euro. A result reflecting, besides the 2.7% in-

crease in total revenues (+86 million euro), 
even a 24 million reduction in the item “De-
preciation and amortisation” and an effec-
tive control of operating expenses; efficien-
cies that Snam has cumulatively gained in 
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EBIT increases by 5.2%

Carlo Malacarne, 

Snam CEO

GAS INJECTED (BCM) 83.31 78.30 -6.0%

TOTAL REVENUE (MN €)* 3,159 3,245 +2.7%

EBIT (MN €) 1,862 1,958 +5.2%

ADJUSTED NET PROFIT (MN €)** 1,106 978 -11.6%

OPERATING INVESTMENTS (MN €) 1,540 1,585 +2.9%

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS  12M 2010 12M 2011 CHANGE

(*)Total revenue do not include the impact of IFRIC 12, related to the “Service Concession Arrangements”.

(**) Calculated by excluding the special items, i.e. the components represented by the charge (188 million euro) stemming 

from the adjustment of deferred tax at 31 December 2010, for companies operating in the in the natural gas transport 

and distribution business segments, for which, starting from 2011, an additional IRES of 10.5% is applied for three years 

(2011-2012-2013) before moving to an additional corporate income tax rate of 6.5% in 2014.
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the 2008-2011 period, while integrating 
Stogit and Italgas, exceeded 80 million euro 
in real terms; that allowed to achieve the 
target initially indicated for 2012 one year 
ahead of schedule.
The increase of 96 million euro in consoli-
dated EBIT reflects the good performance 
of the distribution and  storage business 
segments, providing a positive contribution 
respectively of 107 and 37 million euro; on 
the other hand consolidated EBIT proves to 
be partly affected by the reduction of 48 
million euro in the EBIT of the transport 
and regasification business, linked to lower 
volumes of natural gas transported (-6.0%), 
in a  scenario of declining demand of na-
tural gas in Italy, and to the recording, in 
2010, of additional transportation revenue 
resulting from the recognition by the Elec-

tricity and Gas Authority of the additional 
expenses incurred for the acquisition of fuel 
gas in the period from 1 October 2008 to 
31 December 2009 (55 million euro).
Pre-tax profit, which summarises good ope-
rating performance and the effective finan-
cial management, improves by 58 million 
euro, reaching 1,696 million euro.
Adjusted net profit amounts to 978 million 
euro, with a decrease of 11.6% vs. 2010 
due to higher the income tax (156 million 
euro), mainly stemming from the applica-
tion of the additional IRES rate.
The 2011 cashflow from operating activi-
ties,  equal to 1,537 million euro, has al-
most completely financed net investments 
(1,589 million euro). After the payment of 
the dividend balance for the year 2010 and 
of the interim dividend for the year 2011, 

at 31 December 2011 net financial debt 
amounts to some 11.2 billion euro, presen-
ting an 856 million euro increase compared 
to 2010 year-end. 

Only through a deep integration of infra-
structure linking different supply sources 
we will be able to guarantee higher secu-
rity and flexibility to the system, consi-
dering a demand expected to rise in the 
medium and long term. 
Consistently with that strategic perspecti-
ve we have developed an investment plan 
of reverse-flow projects for the Italian 
network and, at the beginning of 2012, we 
have signed a strategic alliance with the 
Belgian operator Fluxys. The agreement 
involves transport, storage and regasifica-
tion activities through projects aimed at 
enhancing the flexibility and security of 
supply in current European infrastructure, 
even including initiatives for cross-border 
flows in line with the recommendations 
of the Third European Directive.
The first milestone of that path was rea-
ched in February 2012, with the acquisi-
tion, in a 50/50 joint  venture with Fluxys, 
of Eni’s equity stakes in Interconnector 
UK, in the Zeebrugge Interconnector ter-
minal and in the operator Huberator.
In the newly developing scenario, even in 
Italy, our move is at the same time prag-
matic and challenging: we put into play an 
investment plan of 6.7 billion euro for the 
coming four-year period. First of all, this 
will mean to increase the transport ca-
pacity; we plan to expand our network by 
some 1,000 km – from the current length 
of 32,000 km -  and to increase by 4% the 
installed power of compression stations 
versus 2011 (884 MW). 

Moreover, in light of the European-wide 
developments, we plan to increase the 
modulation capacity of storage sites of 
approximately 30%, compared to the 10 
billion standard cubic meters of 2011, 
and to rise their peak capacity of roughly 
14%. Lastly, in the area of gas distribu-
tion we plan to invest mainly to maximi-
ze operational efficiency, even thanks to 
an increase of half million users vs. the 
5.9 million redelivery points installed as 
at 2011.
We expect that such bunch of investments 
will drive a 4% average annual increase in 
RAB over the four-year period of the Plan, 
assuming continuity in regulatory princi-
ples.
The typology of investments that we have 
planned should moreover allow us to in-
crease the stake of incentivised RAB from 
26% in 2011 up to 40% in 2015, with cle-
ar positive effects in terms of profitability 
that Snam will be able to generate. 
In the new Plan, targeting 2015, besides 
investments, we have also confirmed the 

other pillars that in recent years have cha-
racterised our strategy.
We are indeed committed to keep a solid 
and efficient capital structure in the me-
dium-to-long term, with a Debt-to-RAB 
ratio ranging from 50% to 55% over the 
four-year period.
In terms of operating efficiency we 
have already achieved 80 million euro 
of savings in controllable fixed costs in 
real terms in 2011, one year ahead of 
schedule, notwithstanding the higher 
charges that the implementation of the 
Independent Transmission Operator mo-
del and the wider scope of activity will 
imply.
The economical and financial perspecti-
ves together with a solid capital structure 
allow us to expect a 4% increase in the 
2012 dividend per share if compared to 
the 24 euro cents of 2011. We remain, 
even prospectively, one of the most at-
tractive companies in the industry in 
terms of commitment to shareholder re-
muneration.
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EBIT EVOLUTION

MN €
2010

Snam RG and GNL

Stogit

Italgas

2011

1,862

1,958

-48

+37

+107

2012-2015 PLAN TARGETS
6.7 billion euro  total amount of investments in the four-year period

+4%  average growth rate of RAB, assuming continuity in regulatory principles

50%-55%  range for the Debt-to-RAB ratio in the four-year period

2012 TARGETS  
+4%  2012 DPS increase over 2011 DPS (0.24 euro)

1.4 billion euro  2012 investments

0%  Change in operating costs vs. 2011, in real terms
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Snam signs a strategic alliance with Fluxys 
and acquires three shareholding stakes in Europe

Dividend 
increases 
by 4.3%

FOCUS  DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF GAS INFRASTRUCTURE IN EUROPE

FOCUS   

Snam intends to play a key-role in the development and 
integration of the gas infrastructure in Europe

Infrastructures of the European gas 
sector provide attractive develop-
ment opportunities; in light of this, in 
January 2012 Snam has agreed with 
Fluxys to evaluate projects aimed at 
enhancing the flexibility and securi-
ty of supply in Europe, focusing on 
transport, storage and LNG activities. 
Joint initiatives will also involve 
bi-directional transport flows, as 
outlined in the EU’s Third Energy 
Package, with the aim of promoting 
cross-border flows and connect the 
gas trading places in the Northwest 
and the South of Europe.
A first step of such alliance took 
place on 23 February 2012, when 
Snam and Fluxys agreed to jointly 
(50%/50%) acquire three sharehol-
ding stakes from Eni, for a total con-
sideration of 150 million euro:

116.41% stake in Interconnec-
tor (UK), owner and operator of 

the subsea pipeline between the UK 
(Bacton) and Belgium (Zeebrugge), 
providing a strategic bi-directional 
link between the UK and the conti-
nental gas trading places;

251% stake in Interconnector 
Zeebrugge Terminal SCRL, the 

terminal and compressor facilities 
linking the Interconnector pipeline 
to the Belgian gas transmission sy-
stem;

310% stake in Fluxys G subsidia-
ry Huberator, operator and ser-

vice provider for the Zeebrugge gas 
trading hub. 

Snam and Fluxys G expect to com-
plete the transaction by the second 
half of 2012, following approval 
from the relevant Authorities and 
the Boards of the three companies 
whose stakes are to be acquired.

In light of positive results achieved in 
2011, the Board of Directors will pro-
pose to the Shareholders’ Meeting of 
26-27 April 2012 to approve the di-
stribution of a 0.24 euro per share di-
vidend, with a 4.3% rise vs. the one of 
the year 2010 (0.23 euro). Since Snam 
distributed a 0.10 euro interim dividend 
in October 2011, balance dividend will 
amount to 0.14 euro; it will be made 
payable as of 24 May 2012, with an ex-
dividend date of 21 May 2012.

Dividend yield, i.e. the yield calculated dividing dividend per 

share by the year-end price, improves from 6.2% in 2010 to 

7.0% in 2011. Snam continues to provide its shareholders 

with one of the highest dividend yields in the sector.

WHO IS FLUXYS

Fluxys G, through its subsidiary Fluxys S.A., 

builds and operates infrastructure for 

natural gas transmission, natural gas 

storage and terminalling of liquefied 

natural gas in Belgium. Fluxys G owns 

shareholding stakes and develops 

industrial partnerships in other European 

countries with companies active in the 

aforementioned business segments, 

with the aim of fostering the integration 

of the North-Western European natural 

gas market.
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STOCK PRICE (3 JANUARY 2011 – 30 MARCH 2012)                       

Snam 
and the financial markets

Since the beginning of 2011 the Snam share continues to outperform the 
sector index (Dow Jones Utility) and, to an even greater extent, the Italian 
blue chip index (FTSEMIB). In recent weeks, while equity market indices were 
recovering, driven in particular by the achieved agreement on providing 
Greece with the second tranche of aid loans, Snam has further increased its 
overperformance vs. reference indices, thanks to the appreciation for 2011 
preliminary results and to the news of the alliance with Fluxys, which has 
soon led to the joint acquisitions of shareholding stakes in Interconnector 
UK, in addition to the presentation of the 2012-2015 Strategic Plan.
Consensus target price of brokers covering the stock remained unchanged 
at 3.9 euro vs. the picture presented in the last issue of News@Facts; on the 
contrary the high/low range of target prices narrowed – it is presently 4.3-3.4 
euro, vs. 4.5-3.3 euro previously. 
The overwhelming majority of analysts recommends to buy the share (17 
brokers) or suggests to hold it (other 9 broker). Compared with the last issue 
of December 2011, at present a higher concentration of Buy/Overweight 
ratings emerges.
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OFFICIAL LISTING MARKET  BORSA ITALIANA EQUITY MARKET

TYPE OF SHARES  ORDINARY SHARES

INDEX MEMBERSHIP  FTSEMIB / FTSE ALL-SHARE / DJ EURO STOXX /

DJ EURO STOXX UTILITY / DJ STOXX 600

ETHICAL INDEX MEMBERSHIP  FTSE4GOOD / ETHIBEL / CAPITAL PARTNERS /

DOW JONES SUSTAINABILITY/  STOXX GLOBAL ESG LEADERS INDICES

CODES

ISIN  IT0003153415

REUTERS  SRG.MI

BLOOMBERG  SRG IM

HIGH (365 DD)  € 4.29 – 11 MAY 2011

LOW (365 DD)  € 3.18 – 13 SEPTEMBER 2011

LAST DIVIDEND PAID (INTERIM 2011)  € 0.10 – 27 OCT. 2011

TOTAL SHARES  3,571,187,994

MKT CAP (BILLION EURO)  12.89

SNAM AND THE STOCK EXCHANGE

BROKERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS
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STOCK PRICE (CLOSING PRICE AS OF 30 MARCH 2012 = 3.61 EURO)
COMPARED WITH SECTOR AND MARKET INDEX (BASE 3 JAN. 2011 = 100).
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PRELIMINARY CONSOLIDATED RESULTS AS

AT 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND FY2011 DIVIDEND ESTIMATE.  

13 FEBRUARY 2012  BoD

14 FEBRUARY 2012  Press release and Conference Call 

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND PARENT CO.’S 

DRAFT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011. 

FY2011 DIVIDEND PROPOSAL. SUSTAINABILITY REPORT.

12 MARCH 2012  BoD

13 MARCH 2012  Press release and Strategy Presentation

FIRST QUARTER 2012 REPORT.

23 APRIL 2012  BoD 

24 APRIL 2012  Press release and Conference Call 

FY2011 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS APPROVAL. RESOLUTION 

ABOUT FY2011 EARNINGS DISTRIBUTION.

26-27 APRIL 2012  Shareholders’ Meeting 

      (first and second call)

2011 DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION.

21 MAY 2012  2011 final dividend ex-dividend date

24 MAY 2012  2011 final dividend payment date

HALF-YEAR 2012 REPORT. 

30 JULY 2012 > BoD

31 JULY 2012 > Press release and Conference Call 

THIRD QUARTER 2012 REPORT.

25 OCTOBER 2012 > BoD

26 OCTOBER 2012 > Press release and Conference Call

Press releases indicated in the financial calendar will be issued in the morning (non 
trading hours), with the exception of the one on  26-27 April, which will be issued at the 
end of the Shareholders’ Meeting.
Conference calls  for the presentation of results will take place in the afternoon.

2012 FINANCIAL CALENDAR
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